straight outta svalbard
Artist : Ice Cube

Song List

1. The Ice is meltin’
2. Changin’ climate
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4. People don’t know
5. Homie education

st r a i g h t

6. Bard in Svalbard

outta
svalbard

3. Gotta see it with ma own eyez

7. A cube for the Cube (I built a studio)
8. Fast konnections
9. Internet Preachin’
www.sos.com

10. The 100 year challenge

10 songs, 120 hours
Straight Outta Svalbard is Ice Cube’s
11th studio album, focusing on global issues
with an aim to bring the world together through his rap.

Released in 2019
Ice Cube Recording Studio.
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#10. The 100 Year Challenge
[Verse 1]

[Verse 2]

Y’all homies, lend me your ears,
Got news for the next many years.
It’s Ice Cube from the North, now listen
This time this aint no dissin’.

You fellas listening to me,
my online community, growing infinitely.
This is my challenge, even after I’m gone,
100 years down, The Cube’s gotta stand strong.

Climate change, (yeah) that be legit,
Didn’t believe it, then saw through the shit.
Ice Cube don’t be idle,
Instead, he be the Idol.

Ice Cube’s done his part,
His rhyme has given it a start.
Heal the world, hit the street,
Climate Change, it can be beat.

Drafting a plan for Survival,
Humanity at stake, now its primal.
Here’s the story for you,
It’s been long overdue.

Any way you know how,
#100yearchallenge begins now.

[Chorus]
Species dying,
Sea is rising,
Cubes are melting,
Global warming,
No one caring,
But whom we fighting?
(who?)
Black vs White, Wrong vs Right,
Religious cries, bullets taking lives.
But we hangin’ in the backyard eating dem Fries.
Break these factions, its time to take action.
If you believe what I say is true,
Then here’s what I want you to do.
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NOW

Word ‘round the World.

Perspective of Ice Cube’s Cube
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“Ice cube sits inside his box and thinks
outside it.”
- Rolling Stones
“Ice Cube is delightful in this personal
attack against Climate Change.”
- Grammys

“Cube throws off the messianic trappings
of a rap god and contemplates mortality.”
- Billboard

100 YEARS LATER

The Cube Community
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